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Definition: B2B, B2C, B2P Marketing 

� B2B marketing often employs detailed and analytic 

presentations about value propositions and return on 

investment 

� B2C marketing often uses emotion-driven, catchy, impulse-

based advertising to appeal to people’s desires 

� Business -to-people (B2P) marketing takes note of such unique 

individuals, who will never be described in the market 

segmentation of an everyday B2C campaign

� Those who engage in B2P marketing approach their business 

customers not as mere organizations, but as individual people 

with unique wants, expectations, and tastes. 



Keys to B2P Marketing Success

� Continuously Offer Content of Value 

� Produce ongoing content for your website(s) : those with whom we 

communicate will find real value if we primarily educate and inform them

� Have a Clear Brand Voice

� Crafting content as if you were writing personally might help your 

messages sound more genuine messages sound more genuine 

� Create a channel for customer suggestions and activity 

� Engage in Ongoing Customer Dialogue 

� Social offers a two-way dialogue, complete with the ability to see, 

comment, re-tweet…positively and negatively

� Leverage social media

� Provide Support that Helps End Users

� Discover and answer the questions that customers have about your 

product, services, and website - businesses don’t call your customer 

support, people do 



Forms of e-commerce



B2B & Customer Experience



B2B vs B2C Marketing



6 Ways to Speed Up a B2B Sales Process 



Fundamental differences: B2C vs.B2B



Types of sales promotion B2C vs. B2B



How To: Marketing Segmentation
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